Introduction
============

The last decades have seen an explosive growth in the production of rationally designed supramolecular materials resulting from directed self-assembly of molecular building units. Among these self-assembled molecular networks displaying promising properties, one can cite metal organic frameworks (MOFs),[@cit1] obtained by connecting metal containing secondary units with organic linkers, and organic supramolecular solids[@cit2] resulting from the connection of carbon-based building blocks. Their synthesis is based on attractive one-pot self-assembly processes which illustrate the concept of molecular tectonics.[@cit3]--[@cit5] Self-organization results from the structure of and the interactions between the rigid building blocks.[@cit6] Short-range, strong anisotropic interactions drive self-organization across length scales from the molecular and nano-scale level[@cit7] up to the micro- and milli-scale levels.[@cit8]--[@cit11] The well-defined building units, coupled with the thermodynamic control of the self-assembly process, often lead to long range structural order *i.e.* to highly crystalline solids.[@cit12] X-ray diffraction can frequently be used to characterize the structural features of these self-assembled networks if they are sufficiently regular.

Such supramolecular materials can have tunable physical and chemical properties, with cavities whose size and shape are easily manipulated.[@cit13] However, the complete structural characterization of increasingly complex systems, that is essential to determine structure--activity relations and to then rationally improve properties, remains a considerable challenge. This notably often prevents exploration of molecular assemblies based on more flexible objects involving multiple functionalities.

In this context we have recently synthesized and described a self-assembled supramolecular solid which results from the one-pot thermodynamically controlled simultaneous reaction of two organic building blocks and CO~2~ ([Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit14] Notably, this reversible CO~2~-based organic framework is produced by aggregation of flexible self-complementary oligomeric objects. As illustrated in [Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"} these oligomeric building blocks are themselves assembled *in situ* from the basic components, including CO~2~. The covalent assembly process of the oligomers consists in the simultaneous and reversible formation of 20 carbon--nitrogen bonds of three different chemical types (imine, aminal and carbamate). Since the final material results from the packing of oligomers that were themselves spontaneously assembled from elementary units through the reversible formation of covalent bonds, this supramolecular solid is in the class of what have been dubbed "dynamic materials" by Lehn.[@cit15]--[@cit17] This particular dynamic material possesses original properties: both the material and its constitutive oligomers dissociate upon CO~2~ departure in a cooperative manner, and the assembly process is found to be extremely selective in terms of building block incorporation.[@cit18],[@cit19] Both features (reversibility and selectivity) are desirable in the context of CO~2~ capture and use, as well as for selective extraction of valuable molecules from waste.[@cit20] However, the material precipitates from solution as an insoluble nano-crystalline powder, which is not amenable to standard molecular level characterization. To address this problem we previously used solid-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) to propose basic structural features for this supramolecular system.[@cit14]

![Double self-assembly process leading to the discovery of a 3-component dynamic material based on CO~2~. (a) Elementary building blocks such as polyamines **n** (brown connector) and polyaldehydes **X** (orange hexagon) self-assemble in methanol at RT under air to yield 2-component oligomers (b), mainly **X~2~n~3~** capsules. In the case **X** = **A** and **n** = **2** in the same conditions, exposure to CO~2~ (blue arch) as a third building block spontaneously yields the 3-component soluble "oligodynablock" **A~4~2~9~(CO~2~)~9~**. This self-assembled species then itself spontaneously further self-assembles into the corresponding insoluble dynamic material **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** as a nanocrystalline powder (electron micrograph, white bar: 100 nm) (c). Heating to around 50 °C induces CO~2~ release and disassembly of the dynamic material which converts back into **A~2~2~3~**.](c5sc03810c-s1){#sch1}

Here we further explore the three-dimensional molecular structure of the nano-crystalline dynamic material using an NMR crystallography approach,[@cit21],[@cit22] and we evaluate the pertinence of powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Solid-state NMR spectroscopy complements diffraction methods and has recently developed into a versatile tool to determine the structures of both inorganic and molecular solids.[@cit23]--[@cit34] In combination with crystal structure prediction methods and DFT chemical shift calculations, NMR chemical shifts have recently been used to determined *de novo* crystal structures.[@cit23] In particular in the context of supramolecular solids, solid-state NMR and DFT calculations have been used to explore hydrogen bonding and molecular structure in organic supramolecular systems[@cit35],[@cit36] and to characterise structural features in MOFs, including determination of conformation changes upon adsorption or to observe the dynamic events that govern host--guest interactions.[@cit37]--[@cit42] Most recently, the superstructure of a substituted zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) type MOF was elucidated by combining solid-state NMR, PXRD, and DFT calculations of NMR parameters from potential model structures.[@cit43]

Notably very rapid progress has recently been made by combining sophisticated spectral assignment strategies with state-of-the-art Density Functional Theory (DFT) chemical shift calculation methods. Today, this provides a platform for analysis of both ^13^C and ^15^N spectra,[@cit44]--[@cit46] as well as of ^1^H shifts.[@cit22]--[@cit24],[@cit47]--[@cit51]

Following this general approach, here MM-QM (molecular mechanics-quantum mechanics) calculations were used to generate several different model structures of the dynamic material. The model structures were then evaluated by comparing multiple experimental and calculated NMR and PXRD parameters. A detailed structural model is proposed for the individual oligomeric constituents of the material including their exact sequence, conformation, and potential packing.

Results and discussion
======================

Synthesis of the dynamic material
---------------------------------

Simple molecular building blocks such as polyamines and polyaldehydes are well-known to spontaneously interconnect with each other in mild conditions (room temperature, no catalyst, open air, undistilled solvents) through the formation of reversible C--N bonds (single: aminal; double: imine) to generate dynamic combinatorial libraries.

The objects assembled from these two classes of components using reversible or dynamic covalent bonds[@cit52] are referred to as "oligo-dynablocks"[@cit53]--[@cit55] as they can themselves be building blocks (or dynamic tectons) to generate supramolecular structures. Here, this second level of assembly can be triggered by exposure to CO~2~ which can post-functionalize the two-component oligomers. CO~2~ reversibly reacts with primary or secondary amines yielding ammonium carbamate ion pairs. CO~2~ exposure hence converts neutral objects into zwitterionic species. The CO~2~-postfunctionalization can perturb the pre-equilibrated 2-component system and induce a redistribution of the populations toward one or several stable 3-component objects. Formation of a solid network is then a potential driving force that can displace the equilibria and select a self-complementary post-functionalized species.[@cit56]

Twenty-eight libraries corresponding to the various combinations of polyamines **n(2--8)** and polyaldehydes **X(A--D)** were screened for the formation of a dynamic material induced by reversible CO~2~-postfunctionalization ([Scheme 1](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). In the absence of CO~2~, the 2-component systems were dominated by low-molecular weight entropically favoured soluble oligomers (objects involving two aromatic units at most), with the capsule made from two aldehydes and three polyamine units noted **X~2~n~3~** being the major adduct as indicated by ESI-MS analysis ([Scheme 1a and b](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}).[@cit57] For all combinations except one, this composition remained unchanged when CO~2~ was introduced. In contrast, polyamine **n** = **2** and polyaldehyde **X** = **A** lead to the quantitative formation of a single 3-component dynamic material which precipitated upon CO~2~ exposure as a nano-crystalline solid and re-dissolved upon gentle heating ([Scheme 1b and c](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). As reversible linkages were used to assemble the building blocks, their average stoichiometry within the material was precisely determined by titration (^1^H solution NMR for **A** and **2**; volumetric analysis for CO~2~) after acid hydrolysis of the dried powder. While 1D solid-state NMR confirmed that trialdehyde **A** and CO~2~ were both covalently connected to the diethylenetriamine building block **2**, the titration revealed that the oligo-dynablocks constituting the materials were mostly linear oligomers made of four aromatic units **A** condensed with nine diethylenetriamine chains **2** each bearing one molecule of CO~2~ (noted **A~4~2~9~(CO~2~)~9~**, [Scheme 1b](#sch1){ref-type="fig"}). Thermogravimetric analysis coupled to mass spectrometry measurements additionally revealed the presence of substantial amounts of water (15 percent in mass). The water is presumably adsorbed in layers rather than integrated into the framework of the zwitterionic material as it could be entirely expulsed by heating at 70 °C under atmospheric pressure for several minutes without modification of the solid-state ^13^C CP-MAS solid-state NMR spectrum. No high molecular weight 3-component objects were detected in the mother liquor, nor was the **A~4~2~9~** precursor present in the parent 2-component library before CO~2~ exposure. The oligo-dynablocks **A~4~2~9~(CO~2~)~9~** are therefore clearly stabilized by their intermolecular packing within the solid network formed.

When the stoichiometry between the building blocks **A** and **2** was changed, their titration after cleavage of the resulting material revealed that the average measured length of the oligomers constituting the material changed correspondingly, in agreement with equilibrium displacement rules. As a consequence, we conclude that the chain length in the objects that make up the dynamic material may display some degree of dispersity around the major chain length of 4. The analysis of the structure of these objects that are intrinsically unstable in solution (noted **A~4~2~9~(CO~2~)~9~**) and of their packing mode into the assembled dynamic material (noted **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**) can therefore only be performed in the solid state.[@cit58] However, the precipitation of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** as a nano-crystalline solid with some disorder in chain length and water content makes it challenging to both perform basic molecular level characterization or to determine a crystal structure. It also hampers the understanding of the precise intra- and intermolecular interactions that drive the assembly of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**. We have therefore used solid-state NMR spectroscopy, which is not necessarily hampered by this type of disorder, in combination with quantum chemical calculations to propose a three-dimensional structural model of the dynamic material **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**.

Determining constitutional isomers
----------------------------------

We have previously identified[@cit14] some of the functional groups borne by the oligo-dynablocks **A~4~2~9~(CO~2~)~9~** from basic one-dimensional magic angle spinning ^15^N and ^13^C solid-state NMR spectroscopy ([Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). It is worth noting at this stage that the ^13^C CP-MAS NMR spectrum of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** remained unchanged when the stoichiometry of the molecular constituents was varied by tuning the initial ratio between building blocks **A** and **2**, strongly suggesting that variations in the chain length can be accommodated by the crystal structure of the material. In order to explore the connectivity between individual heavy atoms (carbon and nitrogen), a partially ^13^C and fully ^15^N enriched dynamic material (referred to as **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)\***) was produced by using fully ^13^C-labeled CO~2~ (to label carbamates) and ^15^N-labeled diethylenetriamine for the assembly process.[@cit59] A 2D double cross-polarization (DCP) ^15^N--^13^C HETCOR[@cit60] spectrum of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)\*** allowed us to assign most of the carbon nuclei directly bonded to nitrogen centers ([Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, black/nitrogen to red/carbon labels) by analogy with known shifts (N1′ and N2′ are characterized by broad peaks of low intensity and failed to provide detectable correlations with neighboring carbons except for N1′--C14). This experiment confirmed the presence of unusual chemical functionalities stabilized by the solid environment, such as the aminal carbamate moiety (carbon atom 11 and nitrogen 3′, [Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the similarity of the ^13^C chemical shifts of several carbon atoms in the ethyl bridges prevented complete ^13^C assignment ([Fig. 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, purple labels). A DNP enhanced ^13^C--^13^C refocused INADEQUATE spectrum[@cit61] ([Fig. 1d and e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) was then recorded on the natural abundance **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** to complete the carbon-13 assignment and to elucidate the substitution pattern of the three carbamate-diethylenetriamine side arms borne by the phenolic core of the monomeric unit.

![(a) Building block content and molecular patterns previously identified.[@cit14] (b) Structure of the oligo-dynablock proposed here based upon solid-state NMR analysis. (c) 2D DCP ^15^N--^13^C HETCOR spectrum for partially ^13^C and fully ^15^N enriched **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)\***. Correlations between nitrogen atoms (black labels) and carbon atoms (red labels) are indicated by dashed lines. (d) 100 K DNP-enhanced 2D refocused INADEQUATE ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectrum (aromatic region only) acquired from natural isotopic abundance **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** impregnated with a 16 mM solution of TEKPol in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane. Correlations/connectivity are indicated by solid orange lines and provide iterative assignment of green labels. (e) Aliphatic region of the 2D refocused INADEQUATE ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectrum (provides unambiguous assignments of purple labels). By combining the information in the 2D DCP ^15^N--^13^C HETCOR spectrum and the 2D refocused INADEQUATE ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectrum it is possible to completely assign the spectra and propose the model chemical structure for the oligo-dynablock shown in (b). Carbon resonances are numbered on the spectra and assigned to the proposed structure of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**.](c5sc03810c-f1){#fig1}

The ^13^C--^13^C refocused INADEQUATE spectrum ([Fig. 1d and e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates the direct connections between the neighboring sp^2^ carbon atoms (C1--C10 region) of the polyaldehyde building block, including the carbonyl groups engaged in three chemically distinct types of linkages (imine, enamine and aminal). Note that we used high field dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP)[@cit62],[@cit63] to enhance the sensitivity of the solid-state NMR experiments to enable acquisition of a refocused INADEQUATE ^13^C--^13^C correlation spectrum in a reasonable experimental time.[@cit64],[@cit65] In order to perform DNP experiments the powdered **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** was impregnated with a solution of the nitroxide biradical polarizing agent TEKPol[@cit66] in 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE).[@cit67] TCE was chosen since it is a non-solvent for **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**. In these experiments the protons within the **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** crystallites are remotely polarized by proton spin diffusion.[@cit64],[@cit68],[@cit69] DNP provides a spectacular increase in the signal-to-noise ratio as compared with analogous room temperature experiments (ESI, Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), revealing well resolved individual scalar coupling correlations between all the carbons in the ^13^C--^13^C refocused INADEQUATE spectrum. This leads to the full assignment of the carbon nuclei (C13--C19) in the aliphatic region ([Fig. 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In conclusion, this analysis allows us to propose the chemical structure for **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** shown in [Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Determining tautomers
---------------------

2D ^1^H--^13^C dipolar HETCOR ([Fig. 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and ^1^H--^15^N solid-state refocused INEPT[@cit70] ([Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) experiments were performed in order to identify hydrogen atoms bound to carbon and nitrogen atoms on the monomeric unit. These experiments also allowed us to explore intermolecular connections between oligo-dynablocks.

![Heteronuclear correlation (HETCOR) spectra for assignment of ^1^H chemical shifts and determination of the protonation state and intermolecular binding modes of the oligodynablocks. (a) The carbonyl region of the ^1^H--^13^C dipolar HETCOR spectrum of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**. (b) Full ^1^H--^15^N solid-state refocused INEPT spectrum of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)\***; eDUMBO-1~22~^1^H homonuclear decoupling was applied during *t*~1~ evolution to obtain high ^1^H resolution.[@cit71] (c) Corresponding identified intermolecular binding modes.](c5sc03810c-f2){#fig2}

By determining the protonation state of heteroatoms it was possible to identify the tautomeric forms of the various possible carbamic acid-amine and/or ammonium carbamate and imine-phenol or enamine-quinone combinations. The ^1^H--^15^N solid-state refocused INEPT spectrum ([Fig. 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) clearly shows that of all the nitrogen atoms, only N1′ and N6′ are protonated. Comparison of the ^1^H--^13^C and ^1^H--^15^N 2D correlation spectra indicates that both N6′ (likely an ammonium nitrogen) and C11 (a carbamate carbon) show correlations to the same ^1^H nuclei with a shift of 9 ppm typical of ammonium protons. This suggests that the aminoethylaminal N6′--C11 side chain exists as an ammonium -- aminal carbamate ion pair ([Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

In contrast, the diethylenetriamine central spacer is involved on its extremities in enamine and imine linkages with the aromatic units. N5′ can only be post-functionalized into a neutral carbamic acid. The ^1^H--^13^C dipolar HETCOR experiment also provided some information about the intermolecular bonding between oligo-dynablocks. In this spectrum, both C10 and C11 showed correlations to ^1^H nuclei with a chemical shift of *ca.* 13.7 ppm. This suggests that the anionic carbamate (C11) site engages in hydrogen bonds with the neutral carbamate sites (C10). Considering that C11 also engages in a hydrogen bond to the ammonium group, we can conclude that it is a pivotal anchoring group, acting as a hydrogen bond acceptor both with the ammonium center and with the carbamic acid groups of two different neighboring oligo-dynablock within the solid network ([Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Determining conformers
----------------------

To explore the conformation of the flexible zones (namely the dihedral angles C12--C13, C14--C15, C16--C17 on the main chain and the C4--C9 dihedral angle on the bicyclic aminal-phenol system), a DNP-enhanced Lee-Goldberg (LG) CP HETCOR experiment[@cit72] was conducted to probe short range contacts between ^1^H and ^13^C nuclei ([Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This experiment confirmed the regioisomeric assignment and the intermolecular pairing mode through the observation of correlations between C4--H\[combining low line\]C5; C6--H\[combining low line\]C5; C6--H\[combining low line\]C3; C2--H\[combining low line\]C3; C2--H\[combining low line\]C7; C1--H\[combining low line\]N1; C11--H\[combining low line\]C19; C11--H\[combining low line\]C5 and C10--H\[combining low line\]C19 ([Fig. 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Besides a C4--H\[combining low line\]C9 contact, two correlations (C1--H\[combining low line\]C9) and (C11--H\[combining low line\]C5) between the aminal carbamate side chain and the central aromatic core could be observed ([Fig. 3a and b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). A statistical analysis of the Cambridge structural database indicates that for benzylic aminal structures the planes of the six and five membered rings are systematically almost perpendicular in such molecular patterns.[@cit14] While this orientation fulfills the requirements for the inter-molecular ionic pairing between oligo-dynablocks, the aforementioned contacts between nuclei from these adjacent rings additionally tend to indicate that C9--H and C1--O bonds are almost coplanar.

![Coupled configurational/conformational exploration of the junction between main and side chain around the connective center C~9~ through (a) a short range (*τ*~CP~ = 500 μs) DNP-enhanced ^1^H--^13^C LG-CP HETCOR spectrum revealing spatial contacts. (b) Structural model with black arrows indicating correlations observed within the rigid backbone, and red arrows indicating observed correlations between flexible parts. This analysis leads to two possible enantiomeric monomeric units with opposite absolute coupled configuration/conformation on the C~9~ center (c).](c5sc03810c-f3){#fig3}

The perpendicular orientation of the primary and side chains, which are both non-symmetrical, results in axial chirality around the C4--C9 linkage. As C9 is itself a stereogenic center, both axial and central chirality are inter-related. In the present case, only (*S*,*P*) or (*R*,*M*) combinations of configuration and conformation are in agreement with the LG-CP HETCOR experiment ([Fig. 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Elucidation of tacticity and crystal structure
----------------------------------------------

From the above, for a given oligomeric primary chain, two opposite absolute configurations corresponding to reversed orientations of the N3′-carbamated diethylenetriamine can be envisaged, leading to structures of varying tacticity.

To proceed further to an atomic-level model of the structure, we modelled six different trial structures of the oligo-dynablocks (shown schematically in [Scheme 2](#sch2){ref-type="fig"} (**1--6**)), which differed in terms of stereochemistry. For each type of structure trial crystal structures were generated using the direct-space genetic algorithm (GA) technique incorporated in the program Genmol.[@cit73]--[@cit75] Among these six trial architectures, objects **4**, **5** and **6** were true potential candidates whose sequence and structure were in full agreement with the data from the previous solid-state NMR experiments. Objects **1**, **2** and **3** were reference compounds with erroneous configurations and/or conformations on part or all of the monomeric units which were deliberately included (all disagree with the analysis of the LG-CP HETCOR spectrum, in [Fig. 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). They were included to validate the ability and sensitivity of the chemical shifts to discriminate diastereoisomers on high molecular weight multi-component architectures and simultaneously elucidate their packing.

![Crystal structure prediction process on oligo-dynablocks **1--6** with their Cahn--Ingold--Prelog configurations.](c5sc03810c-s2){#sch2}

In more detail, **6** consists of isotactic (*S*,*P*)~4~ oligo-dynablocks, while **5** and **4** are their syndiotactic \[(*S*,*P*)-(*R*,*M*)\]~2~ and block (made of *meso* dyads) (*S*,*P*)~2~-(*R*,*M*)~2~ diastereoisomer respectively. **3** is also syndiotactic \[(*S*,*P*)-(*S*,*M*)\]~2~ but displays erroneous configurations (with respect to **5**) or conformations (with respect to **6**) on non-adjacent monomeric units. **2** is isotactic (*R*,*P*)~4~ with erroneous configurations/conformations on every unit. Finally, **1** is the regioisomer of **2** where all phenol groups are localized in *para* position with respect to the aminal ring (configuration referred to as: \[*p*-(*R*,*P*)\]~4~) and corresponds to the structure previously suggested for **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**.[@cit14]

**DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** is well beyond the scope of comprehensive crystal structure prediction today, as it has 130 heavy atoms and each of the four monomeric units of the oligo-dynablocks has at least 13 degrees of conformational freedom. In addition the models we use here neglect the presence of water in the structure, and do not consider disorder in the chain lengths. We are therefore looking for structural models that will certainly not be exact, but which will reproduce the qualitative features of the conformation and intermolecular packing in the crystal structure. The models used to generate the trial crystal structures were thus built from tetramers whose configuration and conformation agreed with most or all NMR experiments (*anti* conformation was chosen for the main chain and the bicyclic dihedral angle set to 90°, in agreement with NMR data). These structures were then treated as rigid bodies during the process of crystal generation and preliminary minimization. Candidate crystal structures for each of the six oligodynablock structures **1--6** were generated in the *P*~1~ space group. For each candidate the three hundred most stable lattices were selected from a randomly generated pool and then pre-optimized by energy minimization with MM + QM calculations (see Section S1.5.1. in ESI for details[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

In the case of **2** and **6**, respectively, two and three hits (labelled a--c) having a high predicted stability (lattice energy lower than --180 kcal mol^--1^) were obtained and conserved. **1**, **3**, and **5** all yielded a most stable predicted structure with lattice energies lower than --105 kcal mol^--1^. Block oligomers **4** (made of *meso* dyads) failed to yield stable crystal packing (lattice energies were all higher than --100 kcal mol^--1^) and were therefore excluded.

All-atom DFT geometry optimization was performed on the eight candidates obtained (**1**, **2a,b**, **3**, **5**, **6a--c**) and the chemical shift tensors of the resulting leads were calculated using the GIPAW (Gauge Including Projector Augmented Wave)[@cit44],[@cit76],[@cit77] method in CASTEP.[@cit78] To assess the quality of the proposed structures **1--3** and **5--6**, they were ranked based on the combination of predicted lattice energy and four different NMR chemical shift parameters ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; ESI, Table S18[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). For the chemical shifts, root-mean-squared deviations (rmsd) between experimental and calculated values of isotropic chemical shifts (^1^H, ^15^N and ^13^C), as well as ^13^C chemical shift anisotropy ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; ESI, Table S18[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) were computed.[@cit24],[@cit27] Experimental ^13^C chemical shift tensor parameters were determined from a DNP-enhanced ^13^C magic angle turning (MAT) spectrum of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** (Fig. S9[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![Comparison of agreement between calculated and experimental data for the predicted crystal structures **1--6**. (a) Predicted crystal lattice energies; (b) root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between experimental and calculated ^1^H (red) and ^13^C (yellow) isotropic chemical shifts; (c) rmsd between experimental and calculated ^15^N isotropic chemical shifts (blue) and ^13^C chemical shift anisotropy (green).](c5sc03810c-f4){#fig4}

Computed crystal energy, ^1^H and ^13^C isotropic chemical shift are today reasonably well understood, and were hence chosen as quantitative indicators ([Fig. 4a--c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In the particular case of ^1^H chemical shifts the "cut-off value" of rmsd under which a virtual crystal is considered to be in good agreement with the experiment is usually around 0.6 ppm.[@cit23],[@cit49] Since they have so far been less frequently used, ^15^N isotropic chemical shift and ^13^C chemical shift anisotropy were considered in [Fig. 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} as qualitative indicators of potential discrepancy when abnormally high values of rmsd were obtained.

The results of the comparisons are summarized in [Fig. 4a--c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and ESI Table S18.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Structures **1**, **3** and **5** are predicted to be significantly less stable than the others, with **1** and **5** also showing significant deviations in the chemical shift parameters, and can be discounted. The case of oligo-dynablock **1** highlights the difference between the molecular and the supramolecular point of view: the C0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000O positioning on C~3~ obviously induces a decrease in steric hindrance locally with the five-membered aminal ring but globally yields a packing of poor stability. Similarly, syndiotactic oligo-dynablocks **3** and **5** with alternate conformations and configurations on adjacent monomeric units, respectively yield structures with higher predicted energy compared to isotactic oligo-dynablocks **6**. Structures **2a** and **2b**, which differ in the conformation of the flexible side chains of their constituents and their relative position in the structures, display contrasted scores for qualitative NMR indicators. Lattices, **2** and **6** which are formed from isotactic oligo-dynablocks are indeed predicted to be significantly more stable. Structure **2b** can be discounted since it has an abnormal disagreement in the ^13^C CSA parameters. When comparing structures **2a**, **6a**, **6b** and **6c**, we see that **6c** has overall only qualitative agreement. **2a**, **6a** and **6b** all have better agreement, but we see that among them only **6b** is in good agreement with the ^1^H chemical shifts, with a ^1^H rmsd value below 0.6 ppm. At this point we recall that structure **2** does not agree with the NMR correlation data. We therefore tentatively conclude that structure **6b**, which is predicted to be the most stable, is the structure that is in best overall agreement with the ensemble of experimental data from NMR, including chemical shifts and correlation spectra. While we are certain that this is not an exact representation of the lattice (due to the disorder in chain length and solvation discussed above), we hypothesise that it is likely to contain the essential structural features of the solid.

Note that candidates **6b** and **6c** were the only model structures in the series whose constituents have a zwitterionic protonation state (ammonium carbamate) on the C11--N6′ chain, in agreement with experimental observations. Although the other model crystal structures were systematically generated from zwitterionic oligo-dynablocks, proton exchange during all atom DFT optimization resulted in neutral structures. The correct protonation state on the hetero-nuclei partially accounts for the lower rmsd of the ^1^H chemical shift values in the structures **6b** and **6c**. As mentioned above, when **6b** and **6c** are compared on the basis of the other major structural parameters, **6b** appears to be the best candidate. Note that, **6b** is not in the best agreement among the set in terms of calculated and experimental isotropic ^15^N chemical shifts. This is particularly true for the sp^2^ nitrogen centers N1′ and N2′ (with rmsd of 47 and 32 ppm respectively). However, these nuclei systematically yielded poor correlation for all candidate structures (the average difference along the series **5** and **6** being 35 and 33 ppm respectively). While the chemical shift of sp^3^ nitrogens seem to display little sensitivity to their protonation state (a 10 ppm shift on average was observed when comparing candidates **1**, **2a**, **2b**, **5** and **6a** with **6b** and **6c**), sp^2^ nitrogens in salicylic systems are reported to be extremely sensitive to the proton transfer from the phenol group (from --50 to --220 ppm) and to the exact position of the proton between the oxygen and the nitrogen N1′ centers,[@cit79] and other work has shown strong sensitivity of nitrogen shifts to the migration of protons across hydrogen bonds.[@cit80] It is therefore expected that a very slight discrepancy in the calculated position of the N1′--H\[combining low line\]···O proton could results in large shifts in the resonance of the N1′ and to a lesser extent on N2′ which is directly conjugated to N1′ through the aromatic ring. As a result we choose the disregard these shifts in the evaluation. We note that recent reports of calculated ^15^N isotropic chemical shifts in the literature include both cases of excellent agreement[@cit81],[@cit82] or systematic overestimation with respect to experimental data.[@cit83]

Intermolecular H-bonding drives selectivity
-------------------------------------------

Structure **6b**, which appears as the most credible model from among the idealised structures proposed here, is characterized by a significantly lower calculated energy than the other potential candidates **5**, **6a** and **6c**. Examination of the inter-molecular binding modes in the lattice of **6b** ([Fig. 5b and c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) reveals an optimized network of hydrogen bonds. **6b** is the only structure whose ammonium and carbamate/carbamic acid moieties are engaged in three and two hydrogen bonds ([Fig. 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), respectively (*vs.* one and two at most in all other structures). This optimization of the hydrogen bond network not only provides subsequent stabilization to the molecular network but also presumably accounts for the significantly improved agreement between calculated and experimental data for structure **6b** with respect to the remaining candidates. Importantly, this hydrogen bond network would appear to strongly depend on the nature of the constituent building blocks. In fact, polyamines of increased length or steric hindrance would compromise this optimal pairing. Therefore, the choice of the building block incorporated into the **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)** controls the packing efficiency, which in turn drives the self-assembly process. The new picture that emerges here from a simplified model appears to explain the singular selectivity previously observed for the formation of **DM^A^~2~(CO~2~)**.

![Crystal structure **6b** which shows the best overall agreement with the experimental data. (a) Comparison of the structure of oligomer **6b** in the crystal before (blue) and after all-atom geometry optimization with CASTEP (red). Packing between nearest neighbours along (b) *z* axis and (c) *x* axis. (d) Partial view of the intermolecular main and side chain binding.](c5sc03810c-f5){#fig5}

Powder X-ray diffraction
------------------------

Powder X-ray diffraction and solid-state NMR are both powerful techniques which have been used independently or in tandem for crystal structure solution.[@cit21],[@cit24],[@cit29],[@cit31],[@cit35],[@cit84]--[@cit86] We therefore did assess the possible contribution of PXRD to the structural modelling developed here in parallel to the NMR measurements. [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the PXRD pattern obtained from the nanocrystalline material, and which is found to have quite high resolution with reflections beyond 30° indicative of a structure that has long range periodicity and well defined regular structural features. At first sight, it may thus be possible to index this pattern and determine the structure. Indexing of the experimental PXRD spectrum was first attempted using the McMaille program. Despite a thorough screening of the possible Bravais lattices and cell parameters, the procedure failed, leading to several possible solutions, even when combining two polymorphic structures. The main reason for failure appeared to be the lack of well-resolved peaks at large angles.

![Comparison between the experimental PXRD pattern and the simulated spectra for structures **1--6** after all-atom DFT optimization.](c5sc03810c-f6){#fig6}

PXRD spectra were then simulated for all the candidate **1--6**. It can be seen from [Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} that the resulting patterns displayed very little similarity with the experimental spectrum, whether the oligomeric constituents were true candidates or not. Furthermore, the changes observed in the PXRD patterns predicted for structures before and after DFT geometry optimisation (Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) are of the same order of magnitude as the difference between the candidate structures even though the structural changes induced by optimisation are relatively minor.

This highlights the fact that PXRD patterns are sensitive to very small structural changes, such that if the candidate structure is not within a few fractions of an angstrom in rmsd from the correct structure then poor agreement will always be obtained.[@cit85] Notably, changes in the unit cell parameters induce large changes in the PXRD line positions and intensities, and since indexing failed here it is unlikely that the candidate structures have exactly correct cell parameters. This is especially true if we recall that that the materials here may have some dispersion in the chain lengths and the hydration states that would almost certainly induce changes with respect to the model cells predicted here. We have seen that removing some empty space (which may contain water) from the structures by changing the unit cell dimensions while keeping the atomic coordinates fixed produces large changes in the predicted PXRD patterns (Fig. S24[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), while including water molecules in the same empty space in the candidate structures also changes the predicted PXRD intensities.

For well ordered crystalline materials perfect agreement with PXRD can often be obtained and would be the gold standard in validating a final structure. However, in this case of a well ordered but slightly disperse material, and where indexing fails, we see that PXRD is not a useful indicator, whereas high resolution NMR data can still be obtained and directly related to the average properties of the structures. This is an excellent example of the complimentary nature of the two methods.

Conclusions
===========

Structural elucidation of organized nano-crystalline powdered solids made of complex molecular ingredients represents an unresolved challenge to date. Here we have applied state of the art NMR crystallography methods to obtain a proposal for the structure of a complex three-component dynamic oligomeric material by using a series of solid-state MAS NMR experiments, including DNP enhanced spectroscopy. It has allowed to obtain the complete assignment of ^1^H, ^13^C and ^15^N resonances, and to determine a number of spatial proximities between atoms thereby providing strong constraints on possible structures. We used comparisons between experimental and calculated NMR chemical shifts to select the best model structures. This is one of the most complex systems for which solid-state NMR has been able to provide a *de novo* structure, starting only with the molecular formula, to date.

Since the material contains disorder both in chain length and solvation the structure proposed here is certainly not exact (for example in terms of the predicted unit cell parameters), but we suggest it does capture the essential structural features. Dispersity in terms of oligomer length, and the integration of hydration, is well beyond the current scope of the prediction tools used here. However, this did not hamper the application of NMR and the extraction of quantitative constraints on the structure, whereas they did render comparison with PXRD of no use.

These results highlight the increasing capabilities of the combination of solid-state NMR, crystal structure prediction, periodic DFT plane wave calculations (and powder X-ray diffraction) for the determination of crystal structures when single crystal X-ray diffraction is not possible. The structure determined from NMR notably suggests the presence of an optimised intermolecular hydrogen bonding network that explains why the self-assembly of the material is so selective in terms of building blocks. Small changes in the building blocks would prevent formation of the H-bond network.
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======================
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